object of struggle, a rhetorical construct which was deployed in kaleidoscopically shifting ways to a variety of ends', and on the fact that`in this process. . . women were participants as well as objects ' (11) .
The theatre is largely neglected by Weil. However, her lucid charting of the intricate manúuvres by which contemporaries sought to think their way through tense and taxing dilemmas by appropriating for themselves`the symbols and values upon which everyone theoretically agreed' (5) is potentially resonant for anyone interested in the extraordinary cycle of marital crisis plays produced in precisely the years her study covers. Having read it, we will return with new questions to those moments of vivid scepticism when, for instance, John Vanbrugh's Lady Brute (in The Provoked Wife, I.i) wonders whether the nation's recent abrupt parting with its anointed king might provide just grounds for her meting out a similar fate to her domestic tyrant, or when Thomas Southerne's Mrs Friendall (in The Wives' Excuse, II.ii) edges towards drawing rebellious conclusions from the subversive analogy she discerns between the contractual bases of the`married state' and of`the public' one.
Visual Ephemera: Theatrical Art in Nineteenth-Century Australia. By Anita Callaway. Sydney: University of New South Wales Press, 2000. Pp. xi + 227 + illus. AUS$50 Hb.
Reviewed by Jim Davis, University of New South Wales
Many historiographical issues are raised by this rewriting of nineteenth-century Australian art history based on`low' rather than`high' art, on the theatricality and spectacle of visual display. Callaway takes us on a fascinating journey, which includes a discussion of the impact of transparencies on Australian self-representation, as well as of the pose plastique, the tableau vivant and the colonial costume ball. The latter was`an event charged with possibilities. . .a place to play out safely and in a de®ned zone those fantasies which normally threaten social stability ' (88) .
A certain hybridity can be discerned in the collision of high art with its more popular manifestations. This emerges for instance in the pictures painted or chalked on dance¯oors, pictures which wore away during the course of the evening, or in the tableaux which were composed for photographs. A signi®cant factor in the history of visual ephemera in nineteenth-century Australia was the panorama. Callaway's discussion of this phenomenon is excellent, especially her reading of Major Taylor's Panorama from Observatory Hill and her argument that the panorama in¯uenced Australian landscape painting.
If white Australian cultural heritage is to be found not in museum paintings and sculptures, but in more popular forms, then the popular Christmas entertainment of pantomime furnishes a prime example. Pantomime scenery becomes an appropriate metaphor for Australian cultural progress as exempli®ed in the visual arts. The transformation scenes of pantomime enabled particularly strong representations of Australian landscapes and prospects, adding a temporal aspect that was less easily emphasized in the spatial unfolding of the panorama. Sometimes these scenes were allegories of imperial domination, with such titles as`The Apotheosis of Victoria's Progress in Five Decades. . . from Chaos to Splendour'.
Callaway calls for a more careful consideration of ephemeral visual forms and their signi®cance in shaping Australian cultural history and identity. Despite European in¯uences this art suggests a process of mutation, rather than of mimicry or mimesis. Thus hybridity provides a better key than subservient replication to understanding the cultural signi®cance of the arts in nineteenth-century Australia. Overall, this book is a signi®cant contribution to our understanding of the links between the visual arts and Australian white identity in the nineteenth century. It is extremely well produced and illustrated and provocative in its call for a broader historiography. It not only leads us to question accepted art history, but also to interpret more broadly the boundaries within which we normally enclose nineteenthcentury Australian theatre history and performance practices. The fourth in a series of theatrical bibliographies commissioned and issued by Motley Press, this is the ®rst to deal with a category other than national drama and theatre. Costume, masks, make-up and wigs might seem a relatively discrete set of subjects, but since the editors take their writ to be everything that has appeared between covers in every European and some Asian languages, including souvenir programmes and Ph.D. theses, auction, exhibition and suppliers' catalogues, manuals and handbooks, taking in both amateur and professional performance, this seems not so much a range as the wide open spaces.
The ®rst section is organized biographically by designer; the second entitled`Performing Arts' both chronologically and by nation. Section C covers`Ballet and Dance in the Western World'; Section D`Opera, Operetta, Music Theatre in the Western World'; Sections E and F`Commedia dell'Arte' and`Masquerade, Carnival, Fancy Dress', respectively. G and H are for Instruction and Reference. Then come a remarkable section devoted to`Iconography' and three very thorough indices.
Each of the nearly 4,000 entries contains not only the standard bibliographic information but a translation of foreign titles, descriptions of contents, including page numbers to indicate relevant passages, and an indication of the library where the work was consulted. The editors were in correspondence with a large number of librarians and independent scholars who provided data for not easily available works. So all-embracing an approach has rendered previous reference works on these subjects obsolete; in comparison, past standbys such as Blanch M. Baker's Theatre and Allied Arts (1952) and the bibliographies of the Costume Society of America now look woefully undernourished.
Collectors, dealers and bibliophiles will ®nd the Iconography section of particular interest. It lists, in rich detail, the contents of every major collection of theatrical costume plates from the 1773 Dramatic characters, or different portraits of the English stage to a 1978 reprint of Cappiello's caricatures, supplying not only performer, role, play title, author, and artist, but wherever possible the theatre and date when the costume ®rst appeared. This section alone is worth the price of admission.
There is trouble in paradise, even so. A substantial element of arbitrariness can be detected in the choice of works, since an argument might be made that almost anything published on theatre deals to some degree with costume, make-up and/or masks. Limited editions and rarities are preferred over mass market publications: four very rare and hardto-come-by books are cited for Georges Barbier but not the accessible paperback published by Dover. And by omitting the enormous periodical literature, a good deal of valuable information goes by the board, especially since such important journals as Theatre Arts or Bu Èhne und Welt have never been fully indexed.
Consequently, it would be easy to make a very long list of items omitted or overlooked. Where, for instance, is the daily Wiener Allgemeine Theaterzeitung with its handsome colour plates or the lavishly illustrated yearbooks of the Russian imperial theatres? What about the memoirs of forgotten actors like Sidney Paxton and Fred Belton, ®lled with fugitive data about the wardrobes of the strolling player? The section on Commedia dell'arte inventories only sixty-four works: why these and not a great many others, especially since this garner includes Fe Âlicien Champsaur's Lulu which has everything to do with amateur circus pantomime and nothing to do with commedia? For Sergei Eisenstein, only two collections of his drawings and the English edition of his autobiography are listed, although reproductions of his designs appear in many monographs in many languages. Chloe Obolensky's photograph album The Russian Empire appears because it contains a few photos of Imperial costume balls; but Heinz Gebhardt's Franz Hanfstaengl (1984) or Rossi and Falzone del Barbaro Â 's Carnet di ballo (1979) which do an even better job of illustrating fancy-dress balls in Munich and Turin are missing. (In general, this bibliography is very weak on early photographic sources.) The souvenir of the Moscow Art Theatre production of Tsar Fedor Ioannovich when it toured Germany gets in, but not the original souvenir that accompanied the production's Moscow premie Áre (or for that matter, any of the MAT's other memorial booklets and albums). These criticisms would remain cavils were it not that the editors' quixotic scheme is for omniclusive coverage.
And, as always, a reference work like this is out-of-date the moment it appears. The latest imprints are dated 1996, so that one will have to wait for a later edition to learn of the catalogue of the remarkable Torelli exhibition that took place in Italy in 2000. We must expect that soon such volumes will prove to be too expensive to produce, especially when it is easier to update material on the internet. Meanwhile, however, this bibliography is an immensely valuable research tool, which ought to be in every library of the performing arts. 
Reviewed by Sherry Darling, Tufts University
This book makes an important addition to the study of breeches performance in America, particularly in its use of gender theory. By her own account, Mullenix provides a materialist feminist survey of American breeches performers from 1800 to 1869. She complicates the argument that breeches performances were merely leg shows and demonstrates that contemporary culture and gender ideology in¯uenced the breeches performance as well as its critical reception. She sheds light on lesser-known breeches actresses and couples this with more extensive analyses of Charlotte Cushman and Adah Isaacs Menken, creating a reading of this style of male impersonation that is both chronological and theoretical.
The strongest element of Mullenix's argument lies in her thorough evaluation of contemporary newspaper accounts of breeches performances as well as the performers own words as the basis for her theoretical arguments. Through this historically based analysis, she contends that the breeches performance shows signs of both subversion and containment. Very interestingly, Mullenix shows how breeches characters were often deaf and dumb, rendering potentially subversive roles mute. She also identi®es the boyhood status of most breeches characters and points out that even when characters, or actresses, were not youthful, they were described as such by critics as an attempt to further de¯ate the power of the breeches actress. Mullenix describes this as`the ubiquitous association between childishness and femininity ± a concept perhaps rooted in the theory that connections to immaturity would undermine the subversion of female cross-dressing' (155). Mullenix also adds to the discourse by making a distinction between breeches parts and disguise roles which helps complicate the arguments associated with each.
My main point of contention with the book lies with its concluding chapter. Mullenix's conclusion that the sexologists were responsible for the demise of male impersonation seems a bit out of context. Her analysis does not include solo male impersonation of the variety and vaudeville stage that was popular during the time that the sexologists were writing. I do not contest that they had an impact on male impersonation with their theories of cross-dressing as symptomatic of sexual inversion, but the impersonation style of Annie Hindle and her imitators must be analysed before this argument can be fully explored. Mullenix's conclusions in the previous chapter speak more directly to her subject and the disappearance of breeches roles from, to use her term, the`traditional' stage. Here Mullenix credits the rise of equestrian melodrama and burlesque with drawing censure on breeches roles in any form, bringing renewed critical attacks against the performance style and pushing it from the`legitimate' stage. Political theatre comes in many shapes and sizes and, more often than not, is assumed to be left-wing in character. Steve Nicholson's fascinating study of the impact the Bolshevik revolution had on British theatre shows that, whilst this common assumption is frequently correct, there is another and seldom recounted history of political theatre associated with the right. For the sake of an uncluttered exposition, he leaves aside the complexities of the politics of performance ± the pro®le of audiences and venues, the conventions of form, for example ± and in his six chapters concentrates instead on the texts of, and messages conveyed by, the relevant plays of the period. Most readers will know few of them as they have not stood the test of time ± understandably in the author's opinion. Yellow Sands by Eden and Adelaide Phillpotts, for instance, which opened six months after the end of the General Strike, ran for more than 600 performances at London's Theatre Royal, Haymarket, reassuring its well-heeled patrons that sensible, kind-hearted capitalism was the solution to society's ills and that Communism was`no more than a bad smell from the north-east' (52).
Nicholson's inquiries suggest that Establishment circles were panicking at the allure of the Soviet Union and that they used theatrical censorship to try to stem the surging red tide. The veracity of a play was not the issue; a`gentleman's agreement' existed whereby the nominal censor, the Lord Chamberlain, would covertly sound out opinion in the corridors of power ± the Home and Foreign Of®ces especially and even Buckingham Palace ± in order to protect the interests of the monarchy and the state. Left-wing theatres such as Unity placed themselves beyond this control; they side-stepped the problem of having to obtain a licence for each play they presented by becoming clubs. Meanwhile, the commercial theatre ± surprisingly, it may seem, in this age of theatre as corporate entertainment ± was seen as suf®ciently important an ideological prop of the status quo for it to require high-level surveillance of its political content. Nicholson charts the change in the censor's views from the terri®ed twenties through the more questioning thirties to the abrupt reversal of the later war years when the bullying commissars had become allies in the ®ght against fascism ± although no effort was spared to support the comrades in as non-political a way as possible. It would be interesting to read a follow-up book on how the Soviet Union was portrayed after 1945 and the role this played in forging the powerful association that exists between notions of political theatre and the Left. This felicitous and wide-ranging collection of essays addresses the importance of Method acting as both a theoretical construct and a practical approach to performance at a time when ± in the academy, if not in the professional acting world ± Stanislavsky's American interpreters have tended to be devalued. As Rhonda Blair summarizes in`The Method and the Computational Theory of Mind',`They have been challenged by the rise of postmodern theories; mistrust of Freudian views of psychology and humanist-modernist views of identity; critiques of realism, representation, and mimesis; and the impact of performance modes resistant to psychological realism' (201).
Method
David Krasner supplies an introduction,`I Hate Strasberg', which restates the tenets of the Method, places it in its historical context, and challenges the most frequently heard charges against it: that it promotes ®xed characterization, relies overmuch on the actor's personality, is useful only for realist texts, and misapprehends Stanislavsky's teachings. The rest of the volume is divided into sections on theory, practice and the future, with appendices detailing the work and history of the three major Method institutions, Lee An English-speaking study of playwright and director George Tabori, one of the seminal ®gures of post-war German theatre, has long been overdue. Tabori, a Hungarian-American Jew with a British passport, has been writing in English since the 1940s. But more persuasively his extensive and varied úuvre, and particularly his ground-breaking engagement with the Holocaust, deserves recognition outside the German-speaking theatre world. Anat Feinberg has now ®lled this gap with the ®rst comprehensive introduction to the man, his plays and productions.
Feinberg's book impresses by its scope and attention to detail. Making use of the Tabori archive at the Academy of Arts in Berlin, she brings together and skilfully processes a wealth of formerly unpublished information and material. She manages her sources and handles the diverse and eclectic nature of Tabori's work by dividing the book into four major sections, each of which highlights a particular aspect of his life and work.
The ®rst section comprises two chapters: a biographical account and a discussion of Tabori's theory of a`Dangerous Theatre'. The biographical introduction does not follow a strict chronology, but develops certain facets of Tabori's life, such as his Hungarian-Jewish family background, his peregrinations in Europe and the Middle East during the 1930s and World War II, his complex and contradictory attitude towards Jewish culture and religion, his life and work in the United States, his four marriages, and his belated success in the German-speaking theatre world. Feinberg's discussion of Tabori's theory of the stage is admirably thorough and touches on all his core beliefs, including his call for innovation and experiment, for democratic working principles and the key role of the actor in the creative process, but she struggles (like Tabori himself ) with the notions of`presence',`authenticity' and`truth' in the acting process.
The following two sections primarily engage with Tabori's directorial work.`Experimentations' deals with his earlier, more radical stagings, mainly with members of his own troupe (the Bremer Theaterlabor) during the late 1970s and early 1980s. Particular emphasis is given to his (often controversial) productions of Beckett and Kafka.`Staging Shakespeare' looks at Tabori's experiments with Shakespeare's plays in Vienna in the late 1980s and early 1990s, most of which took place at his theatre Der Kreis. Since the book is thought to be a general introduction to the theatre works of Tabori, Feinberg's analysis of productions does not attempt to answer a particular question or to develop an argument, but identi®es overarching working principles, thematic concerns and aesthetic features instead. This open perspective allows Feinberg to interweave all her source material, and at its best makes for fascinating reading. But sometimes the narrative is meandering with a lack of focus for the analysis in this middle section of the book. This is certainly not the case for the very strong ®nal section`Embodied Memory: The Holocaust Plays'. Here Feinberg examines Tabori's views on remembrance through an excellent analysis of his plays The Cannibals, My Mother's Courage, Jubilee, Mein Kampf and his stage adaptations of The Merchant of Venice. She underpins her arguments with references to Holocaust drama and literature, to Jewish culture and religion, and to anthropology and psychology. Her re¯ections on the role of humour in Mein Kampf are particularly enlightening.
Overall, this is an elegantly written, informative study, which draws a comprehensive and multi-faceted picture of the man and his works. It is a valuable source for anybody who wants to learn more about Tabori, the theatre of the Holocaust and post-war German theatre. This collection honours the founder and ®rst Dean of Tel Aviv's Faculty of the Arts, Professor Moshe Lazar. Addressing traditional aesthetics in drama and the plastic arts, with a sprinkling of music and poetics, the volume employs a post-structuralist focus and seems more concerned with appearances of art than with their interpretations. The sixteen chapters are written on a range of topics from a variety of perspectives, by Israeli scholars at Tel Aviv University; division into four disparate and whimsically titled sections fails to disguise the essays' disparity. The index is more useful for names than concepts, but most chapters are well referenced with end-notes immediately following.
On Interpretation in the Arts
The most common themes are interdisciplinary study of the humanities and Israel, with excellent insights into Israeli linguistic difference, pre-historical metaphors, and necessary militaristic dependence. Shai Burstyn briskly discusses Oriental motifs in Hebrew folksong; both Mordechai Omer and Judith Cohen explore Hebrew poetry in other arts; Avigdor W.G. Poseq ®nds Goya in post modern Israeli sculpture. Moshe Idel's essay on the relationship between the Hebrews and their radically singular God evokes the mystical explanation for apparent Biblical anthropomorphism of the Deity, exploring the divine face and Adam's`two-faced' nature, and presumes some understanding of Biblical literature. Shimon Levy's contrasting exegesis of Ezekiel promotes the prophet as a`holy actor' who performs the association ± and vision ± between God and the people of Israel, performatively representing prophecies in an environment Levy calls`street theatre', where false prophets are`rival performers' and (echoing MacLeish's Job) God is a facile if implacable director.
Most chapters acknowledge some dramatic debt: Asher Ovadiah's Byzantine mosaics perform ancient history; Nurith Kanaan-Kedar studies mosaics of Theodora, arguably the most famous actress before Duse; Ahuva Belkin's article on Leonardo da Vinci's art discusses the resemblance between painting and drama, speci®cally the mise en sce Áne in Adoration of the Magi. Hadassah Shani brings a fresh cinematic perspective to Euripidean re¯exivity; eclectic Gabriel Ben Simhon studies the circus in Fellini's ®lms.
The concentration on drama demonstrates editor Nurit Yaari's predilection for her own discipline and speciality in Greek Tragedy, an art under the aegis of Music rather than the limited contemporary structure of literature. Yaffa Weisman's work on female constructs in modern drama offers the solitary feminist perspective. Gad Kaynar's cultural study of Israeli theatre elevates the neglected work of the dramaturge Tom Levy, and proves both the value of casting as an interpretative tool and the possibility of exploiting difference in order to inscribe subliminally political messages ± among them the famous Habimah production of Waiting for Godot described by Eli Rozik. Yaari's intriguing contrast of Aeschylus and the late great Hanoch Levin modestly closes the varied collection.
Legislative Theatre. By Augusto Boal. London: Routledge, 1998. Pp. 254. £14.99 Pb.
Reviewed by Baz Kershaw, University of Bristol
This latest tract from the founder of the theatre of the oppressed aims to add yet another weapon to the growing`arsenal' of aesthetic forms available to would-be radical performance practitioners. It also raises the stakes on the political utility claimed by Augusto Boal for his in¯uential approaches to making theatre with the people. If the theatre of the oppressed started out as merely a metaphorical shadowing of fundamental socio-political change in Boal's famous claim that it is`a rehearsal for revolution', then it has now apparently moved into the messy world of Realpolitik as Boal, never one to miss a catchy turn of phrase, sub-titles this book`Using performance to make politics'. By this Boal means an adaptation of forum theatre and the other forms of theatre of the oppressed to the processes of actual law-making. So the ®rst half of this book is devoted to an account of his work in Rio de Janeiro from 1992 ± when he was elected as a`vereador' or senator in the Municipal Council of the city ± to 1996, when he failed to be re-elected. This long-term shift in the theatre of the oppressed from make-believe revolution to make-do legislation is momentous: it signals a kind of coming in from the cold of potential armed con¯ict to a settlement which basks in the warm glow of liberal democracy.
Boal makes major claims for Legislative Theatre, suggesting, for example, that it models what he calls`transitive democracy', which will be a replacement for the`fallacy of Greek direct democracy, and of representative democracy' (19). Unfortunately there is no seriously detailed argument advanced for this claim, nor for the crucial notion that through Legislative Theatre the`citizen is transformed into legislator'. In fact, Boal's account reveals this to be manifestly untrue: the closest the citizens of Rio seem to have got to the actual making of laws was to suggest, through his Council-funded forum theatre groups, that some laws might be more welcome than others, and to sometimes contribute to the framing of them. But to state that this makes them into legislators is like proclaiming that a net-maker is a ®sherman even though he never goes to sea. This is not, of course, to belittle Boal's achievement as a legislator; most of the laws he managed to get on the statute books look like useful ones. But the in¯ated claims seem aimed to render the idea of Legislative Theatre more radical and coherent than this book manages to make it, because its arguments are piecemeal and their assumptions ± for example, about the relationships between participation and representation in democratic processes ± are insuf®ciently interrogated.
Boal's insistence that this is a`beta' version of his book ± that is to say, provisional work-in-progress ± cannot excuse the lack of argumentative rigour, which is re¯ected in the structure of its parts. Its second section is a seemingly random collection mostly of short proclamations' made in the Council Chamber, and its ®nal section a re-printing of a 1971 essay on popular theatre whose simplicities cry out for a contemporary gloss to frame them in a sharper historical perspective. Some of the writing is inspiring and presents Boal on his best radical form, but contradictions between political intent and brute reality too often leap off the page ± for example in his discussion about the appalling exploitation, and sometimes murder, of the street children of Rio ± raising acute questions about the limitations of Legislative Theatre:`At various times we have started working with street children but since these children do actually live on the street, you can't exactly give them a ring' (41). It is a brave man who can confess to the disjunctions that plague his work in this way and an admirable project of any theatre to aim to deal directly, face-to-face, with such distress. As a result Boal justly deserves his fame and in¯uence. Unfortunately, though, this book overall does not advance the cause of Boal's project very far; and the practices of Legislative Theatre may even be seen by some as a capitulation to the very forces of oppression that the theatre of the oppressed originally hoped to vanquish. Philip Roberts's new chronicle of the Royal Court Theatre provides an account of its formation and decision-making processes over ®ve decades as Britain's premier stage for new writing. What emerges is the highly personal, human character of this ± and perhaps of any ± institution. Using interviews with almost all the principal ®gures, and extensive letters and documents, many cited for the ®rst time, Roberts has created a fascinating behind-thescenes view of most of the important developments in a long history.
Beginning with the founding of the English Stage Company and the search for a permanent home, the divisions among the various early participants clearly emerged. George Devine, the ®rst Artistic Director, is widely seen to be the guiding light and dominating presence, but in fact, he had a long struggle to gain power in matters of policy as well as artistry. He was not on the original governing Council, for example, and from the beginning had differences of vision with Ronald Duncan and some others such as Alfred Esdaile and Oscar Lewenstein. Devine, eventually, did manage to dominate the key decisions in repertory and artistic policy, but not without con¯ict and struggle. This situation, however, characterizes with variations the experiences of all the Artistic Directors that followed. For example, Bill Gaskill struggled with Neville Blond and Alfred Esdaile; and also with directors with whom he shared responsibility for a time, Lindsay Anderson and Anthony Page. Max Stafford-Clark fought with Council Chairman Matthew Evans. Only Stephen Daldry appears to have managed some genuine harmony, learning from rather than competing with Max Stafford-Clark, and left by the Council to run the theatre more or less as he saw ®t. Then too, he did not stay long (six-and-a-half years) and he spear-headed the plans for the successful renovation of the building, due to the fortuitous availability of Lottery money.
What seems striking is the way lunches and personal notes constituted the working currency of the Court. Coupled with the many informal, even intimate comments Philips gathers in interviews, the sense of the importance of`tri¯es' and the living pulse of daily life emerges again and again. Most big decisions, such as whether or not to produce controversial scripts, or how to handle the public face of the theatre with the press or in print were taken, not by consensus, but by the skill and diplomacy of some (Devine or Harewood), or the stubbornness of others (Gaskill).
A second strong feature of Roberts's account is the characterization of the role of censorship in the early history of the theatre, lasting until the end of the 1960s. While the large battles over Saved and Early Morning are well known, this book recounts details of many small harassing objections, allowing a fuller sense of what it was like to operate under the scrutiny of the Lord Chamberlain. While many of the interventions now appear ludicrous, the unending pressure and legal threats often exacerbated the strained relations between the management and the artistic staff, and if they occasionally rallied the theatre personnel to stand together (which was of course the case in Saved), they also interfered with the climate of freedom for new work that the Court was trying to provide. In the last days of censorship, the Court and the Lord Chamberlain were engaged in a kind of stand-off in which a threatened prosecution would be met by producing a play under a`Club' stipulation, or on one occasion a`dress rehearsal' ± which all parties knew was a tactical manúuvre only.
The third strong feature of Roberts's book emerges only if the reader draws the conclusions which are there to be drawn. The question might be put if the Royal Court were, in fact, a political theatre. On the one hand, this may seem an obvious question since so many committed socialists were Court writers ± John Arden, Edward Bond, Arnold Wesker, and then later Caryl Churchill, Howard Brenton, Howard Barker. On the other hand, the management and the artistic leadership were certainly more mixed in their orientations. Roberts quotes Oscar Lewenstein at the beginning of the chapter entitled`A Socialist Theatre, 1965±1969':`All of them seemed to me to be non-political animals. The Court had a name for being a radical theatre but it was radical in a rather vague sort of way. It wasn't radical in any sort of way that connects with political philosophy' (105). The book reveals both that this is true enough of the principals, if what is meant by political philosophy means a doctrinaire or codi®ed set of beliefs, but also that undeniably in each period of its history, the Royal Court's most important decisions, struggles, triumphs and failures had to do with intensely radical, political matters. The early situation is caught perhaps most tellingly in Greville Poke's comment to Ronald Duncan in 1958 (both members of the Council and Poke later Chairman in the 1970s). The plays then under discussion, A Taste of Honey, Chicken Soup with Barley, and Live Like Pigs,`are all about poor people living in sordid conditions. People [feel] bored. . . if they are having this dreary, sordid seamy side of life continually thrown up'(65). While the conservative sentiment is clear, the theatre was, in fact, producing these socially committed plays; and, in addition, lesser-known productions on Sunday Night such as Vanessa Redgrave's piece on the Bay of Pigs, In the Interests of State (1963) , or Bill Gaskill and Keith Johnstone's Eleven Men Dead at Hola Camp (1959) , which was about the death by beating of eleven detainees in Kenya. Gaskill is quoted saying,`We had never done anything as positively political as this before and the Council was shit-scared'(70). When the mixed but passionate attitudes of the various Court personnel stretching over ®fty years are considered alongside the impressive list of clearly`political' productions produced on its stages, the recorded battles against censorship and for artistic freedom, and the struggles to survive the Thatcher regime's attacks on the theatre, a considered opinion that the Royal Court has been a site of engaged social and political struggle is hard to avoid ± even if this judgement must be somewhat quali®ed.
